12:00pm | Registration and Lunch
(Hypatia Ballroom)

1:00pm | Session 1
- Hemodynamic Patient Monitor Enhancements (6.x)
- Pre-Admission Testing Workflow Enhancements (6.x)
- What Can the Status Board Do for You? (MAGiC and Client/Server)
- Roundup of Current Home Care Regulations and a Look Ahead

2:15pm | Session 2
- Discharge Process Best Practices: Multidisciplinary Discharge (6.x Nursing/Physician)
- Universal eMAR: New Medication-Related Enhancements! (Client/Server)
- Let’s Talk About the MAGIC eTAR: A Demonstration and Discussion (MAGiC)
- A Tour of Home Health and Hospice Integration

3:30pm | Session 3
- Move Orders from Account to Account With Ease! (6.x)
- IV Spreadsheet Enhancements (Client/Server)
- Meet Your Regional Client Services Team (5.x)
- Maintaining a Healthy Home Care System

See back for details on sessions and rooms

4:30pm | Registration and Welcome Reception
Reception Sponsored by Engage, DrFirst, and Forward Advantage
(Hypatia Ballroom)

Connect with Us | #MNHC2016
Session 1 - Wednesday, 1:00pm

Hemodynamic Patient Monitor Enhancements (6.x) (Bartik)
Thomas Zawrotniak, Applications Specialist, Client Services

MEDITECH's Monitor Interface enables nursing staff to quickly and easily capture clinical data from bedside monitors at defined intervals. The goal of this session is to assist with setting up a Monitor Interface in the M-AT PCS or EDM application. We'll illustrate the nursing workflow surrounding the capture of clinical data from monitors. We'll also highlight the 6.08 enhancements to the hemodynamic monitor interface, including additional interval selections, the ability to auto-file monitor values to an intervention, and the ability to edit captured monitor values.

Pre-Admission Testing Workflow Enhancements (6.x) (Babbage East)
Hobert Romig, Manager, Client Services
Adam Schatz, Supervisor, Client Services
Lauren Harris, Supervisor, Product Development
Jennifer Gaw, Software Designer, Product Development

During this session, we will demonstrate the latest enhancements for Pre-Admission Testing (PAT), including a new desktop for managing and documenting pre-surgical calls. In addition, we'll share our strategy for future PAT process enhancements, and we'll solicit your feedback with regard to these plans. Finally, we'll review existing call-list functionality and how PATs can be scheduled via Community-Wide Scheduling.

What Can the Status Board Do for You? (MAGIC and Client/Server) (Babbage West)
Stephanie Brum, Applications Specialist, Client Services
Ariana Scolaro, Supervisor, Client Services

Attend this session for a demonstration of Quality Boards, Condition Lists, and other enhancements to the Status Board, including the Public Status Board and the Mother/Baby Board. At the end of the session, we'll solicit your feedback on topics such as usage, implementation tactics, challenges, and wins.

Roundup of Current Home Care Regulations and a Look Ahead (Boole)
Josh Lamkin, Analyst, Client Services

Join us as we explore recent Home Health and Hospice regulatory updates and software enhancements. We'll also discuss future regulations and agency regulatory priorities such as value-based purchasing, Meaningful Use, interoperability, conditions of participation updates, and more!

Session 2 - Wednesday, 2:15pm

Discharge Process Best Practices: Multidisciplinary Discharge (6.x Nursing/Physician) (Babbage West)
Deborah Carrelas, Project Coordinator, Client Services
Kate Klessens, Senior Applications Specialist, Client Services

Having a defined, streamlined approach that all clinicians are educated and trained on is imperative to providing a safe and efficient discharge process for your patients. During this session, we'll review the multidisciplinary approach needed for a successful and seamless discharge process. We'll examine the process not only from the nursing perspective, but also from the physician process of converting medications and documentation. We will also highlight the enhancements to the discharge routine in 6.08.

Universal eMAR: New Medication-Related Enhancements! (Client/Server) (Babbage East)
Matt Nowak, Senior Applications Specialist, Client Services

Join us for an in-depth look at our new medication-related enhancements in the Client/Server eMAR, including order/administration, incremental dosing, total doses, and more! We'll also gain insight from you on usage, implementation tactics, challenges, and wins.

Let's Talk About the MAGIC eTAR: A Demonstration and Discussion (MAGIC) (Backus)

Get excited about the MAGIC electronic Transfusion Administration Record (eTAR) in the 5.67 release during this LIVE demonstration! We'll close with a Q&A session, focusing on: implementing and using the eTAR solution, challenges faced during training, testing, and tailoring the eTAR functionality, the incorporation of state and federal regulations, and how to make your Go-LIVE a smooth process.

A Tour of Home Health and Hospice Integration (Boole)
John Youngblood, Director, Client Services

Gear up for a guided tour of Home Health and Hospice integration. We'll take a trip through your EHR starting with acute discharge, stopping along the way to explore every integration point's origin and benefit. This session will illustrate the integration Home Care provides to improve your agency's patient-centered experience.

Session 3 - Wednesday, 3:30pm

Move Orders from Account to Account With Ease! (6.x) (Babbage East)
Jeanna Brunell, Supervisor, Client Services

Are you looking for a way to manage orders for swing bed accounts or new accounts for patients transferring to a different facility? MEDITECH's Discharge Transfer Routine in Order Management gives providers the ability to move orders from a patient's existing account to their new account with ease. Learn more about this robust functionality and how it is streamlining physician workflow.

IV Spreadsheet Enhancements (Client/Server) (Babbage West)
Mary Patton, Senior Applications Specialist, Client Services
Stefan Provost, Senior Applications Specialist, Client Services

Our Client/Server IV Spreadsheet enhancements are a must-see! Come see how we've handled co-signing rate changes, weight-based dosing, 24-hour cumulative intake, total bags/doses, and more. We want to hear your feedback after this LIVE demonstration.

Meet Your Regional Client Services Team (5.x) (Chomsky)
Jennifer Wanat, Manager, Client Services (Canada/West)
Amy Kestenbaum, Manager, Client Services (Northwest) (Bartik)
Joanna Beaupre, Manager, Client Services (Midwest) (Church)
Karla Cootware, Manager, Client Services (South) (Codd)

Join us for an informal meet-and-greet with your Client Services managers! Take this opportunity to network with MEDITECH and colleagues from your region.

Maintaining a Healthy Home Care System (Boole)
Jeff Pereboom, Manager, Client Services

Come learn about the metrics used during a Home Care Remote Optimization. From Clinical to Billing, we'll review the tools needed to ensure visits are performed, documents are signed, and claims are paid.